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A very simple, but fun game! However, a lot of the excerpts seem to be from about five different books altogether, I must have
typed excerpts from Herman Melvilles book at least five times now, two-three times from Dracula. About once or twice from
Jane Austen etc. Why is there for example nothing from William Shakespeare? Or Beowulf? Or Le Morte D'Arthur? Or H.P
Lovecraft? Or why not get into more modern writers like Ernest Hemingway or J.D Salinger? And I would get REALLY happy
if we could get excerpts from really modern writers like Stephen King or J.K Rowling. Also, you could add some poetry.. Great
Game. Allows you to better your typing skills at numbers and a random assortment of varying types modes. It has a
matchmaking to challenge other players online.. A great game to play at work when I have a downtime and can't leave the
office. It keeps my hands warmed up and I also get to learn a few excerpts from famous writers.. It's alright if you're interested
in practicing your touch typing skills, should probably be cheaper tho.. A must-buy for every typewriter aficionado, though
multiplayer seems to be dead *sigh* Wishlist: contemporary texts (there's enough free to use stuff out there) other languages
local profiles and highscore lists (to get a feeling of improvement and to prove that you can type faster than your wife). Simple
yet really good game. I need this to practice my typing and this is exactly what I need. Love it.. This a wonderful game that
demands more attention. I would sit in a multiplayer match, and wait endlessly, minutes would pass by and no one would join to
play a fun little game with me. Much of that, is not the game's fault, but more so of today's society and their interests. I don't
think anyone of this newer, more digital native generation is going to sit down and play a typing game. Especially not the
adolescents and prepubescent children all right. Maybe adults might, but even they would have to think about work the next day.
This game's only focus is typing, which is wonderful in that aspect. What I don't like about it is how it beeps and glares a red
light the moment you make a tiny little error. Examples of this are: forgetting to press space, punctuation, or just the slightest
mispress of a key. Despite this, I still really like this game and hope more people will come to appreciate this game for what it
is.. Great Game. Allows you to better your typing skills at numbers and a random assortment of varying types modes. It has a
matchmaking to challenge other players online.. A must-buy for every typewriter aficionado, though multiplayer seems to be
dead *sigh* Wishlist: contemporary texts (there's enough free to use stuff out there) other languages local profiles and highscore
lists (to get a feeling of improvement and to prove that you can type faster than your wife). Cute idea, cute premise, but it's not
really enough to keep me interested. 15 minutes and I'm bored. (And before you point fingers.I LIKE typing! I'm an author!)
Pros -I got to kind of read classic novels while typing at the same time -I learned that I type real fast (Thanks, Obama!) Cons -I
got to kind of read the SAME classic novels over and over -Multiplayer is nonexistent
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